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ABSTRACT 
This paper will present a review of some of the 
recent advances in our understanding of the dy- 
namics and acoustics of cavi-ca-cing Sows. Yv'e ~ U L U S  
first on the individual events which evolve from 
a single travelling nucleus and describe observa- 
tions of the intricate micro-fluid-mechanics which 
affect both the bubble shape and the subsequent 
emission of noise. These phenomena have impor- 
tant  consequences in terms of their implications for 
the scaling of cavitation damage and noise. We 
also present calculations of the interaction between 
the individual traveling bubbles and the irrota- 
tional flow outside of the boundary layer of the 
headform. Comparisons of predicted and experi- 
mentally observed bubble shapes show qualitative 
agreement but further work is neccessary to  under- 
stand the details of the interactions between the 
viscous boundary layer and the bubble. 
To model the processes of cavitation inception, 
noise and damage it is neccessary to generate a 
model of the cavitation event rate which can then 
be coupled with the consequences of the individual 
events. In the second part of this paper we describe 
recent efforts to connect the observed event rates 
t o  the measured distributions of cavitation nuclei 
in the oncoming stream. Such studies neccessarily 
raise questions regarding the nuclei distributions in 
water tunnels and in the ocean and it would seem 
that  we still know little of the nuclei population 
dynamics in either context. This is illustrated by 
a few observations of the population dynamics in a 
particular facility. 
The third subject addressed in this paper is the 
question of the noise produced by an individual 
travelling cavitation event. It is shown that the dis- 
tortions in the shape of cavitation bubbles leads to 
acoustic impulses which are about an order of mag- 
nitude smaller than those predicted by the spheri- 
cal bubble dynamics of the Rayleigh-Plesset equa- 
tion. However, at  the higher cavitation numbers, 
the upper bound on the experimental impulses 
scales with speed and size much as one would ex- 
pect from the spherical bubble analysis. Initially, 
as the cavitation number is decreased, the impulse 
increases as expected. But, beyond a certain crit- 
ical cavitation number, the noise again decreases 
in contrast to the expected increase. This phe- 
nomenon is probably caused by two effects, namely 
the interaction between events at the higher event 
densities and the reduction in the impulse due to 
a change in the dominant type of cavitation event. 
From the single event we then move to the larger 
scale structures and the interactions which occur 
when the density of the events becomes large and 
individual bubbles begin to  interact. One of the 
more important interaction phenomena which oc- 
cur results from the behaviour of a cloud of cavita- 
tion bubbles. Most previous theoretical studies of 
the dynamics of cavitating clouds have been linear 
or weakly non-linear analyses which have identified 
the natural frequencies and modes of cloud oscil- 
lation but have not, as yet, shown how a cloud 
would behave during the massively non-linear re- 
sponse in a cavitating flow. We present non-linear 
calculations which show the development of an in- 
wardly propagating shock wave during the collapse 
phase of the motion. These observations confirm 
the earlier speculation of M ~ r c h  and his co-workers. 
INTRODUCTION 
Recent years have seen a significant advance of 
our understanding of the dynamics and acoustics of 
cavitating flows and the purpose of this paper will 
be to attempt to  summarize some of the improve- 
ments in our knowledge of these hydrodynamic and 
acoustic phenomena. 
We begin by describing the effect of the flow on 
a single cavitation "event", the term used to de- 
note the processes which follow when an individ- 
ual cavitating nucleus is convected into a region of 
low pressure. The pioneering observations of single 
events which were made by Knapp (see, for exam- 
ple, Knapp and Hollander 1948) were followed by 
the analyses of Plesset (1949), Parkin (1952) and 
others who sought t o  model these observations of 
the growth and collapse of a travelling cavitation 
bubble using Rayleigh's equation for the dynam- 
ics of a spherical bubble (Rayleigh 1917). Parkin 
opined that  the lack of agreement between the the- 
ory and his experimental observations was due t o  
the neglect of the boundary layer. Rayieigh-Plesset 
models of travelling bubble cavitation which at- 
tempted t o  incorporate the effects of the bound- 
ary layer followed and included the work of Os- 
hima (1961), Van der Walle (1962), HoIi and Ko- 
rnhauser (1970) and Johnson and Hsieh (1966). 
Like Plesset's and Parkin's original models these 
improved versions continued to  make two assump- 
tions, namely that  the bubbles remain spherical 
(except in the later phase of collapse) and that  
bubbles or events do not interact with one another. 
Most of the present paper will focus on the depar- 
ture from these assumptions which occur in real 
flows and the consequences of these departures in 
so far as  damage potential and noise emission are 
concerned. 
Observations of real flows demonstrate that  even 
single cavitation bubbles are often far from spher- 
ical. Indeed, they may not even be single bub- 
bles but rather a cloud of smaller bubbles. In re- 
cent years, i t  has become clear that  departure from 
sphericity often occurs as a result of the interac- 
tion of the bubble with the pressure gradients and 
shear forces in the flow. We shall begin by examin- 
ing some of these effects while still assuming that  
the events are sufficiently far apart in space and 
time that  they do not interact with one another or 
modify the global liquid flow in any significant way. 
Before describing some of the experimental ob- 
servations of bubble/flow interactions, i t  is valuable 
t o  consider the relative sizes of the cavitation bub- 
bles and the viscous boundary layer. In the flow of 
a uniform stream of velocity, U, around an object 
such as  a hydrofoil with typical dimension, l, the 
thickness of the laminar boundary layer near the 
minimum pressure point will be given qualitatively 
by 6 = (vl /U)3 where v is the kinematic viscosity 
of the liquid. Parenthetically we note that  tran- 
sition t o  turbulence usually occurs downstream of 
the point of minimum pressure and consequently 
the laminar boundary layer thickness is the appro- 
priate dimension for limited cavitation confined t o  
the immediate neighbourhood of the low pressure 
region. Moreover, the asymptotic growth rate of 
a bubble yields a typical maximum bubble radius, 
RM,  given by 
where u is the cavitation number defined as 2 ( p ,  - 
p,)/pU2 where p, and p, are respectively the up- 
stream and vapor pressures and p is the liquid den- 
sity. The coefficient of pressure, Cp,  is defined as 
2(p - p,)/pU2 where p is the local pressure in the 
flow and Cpm,, denotes the minimum pressure co- 
efficient in the flow. I t  follows tha t  the ratio of the 
boundary layer thickness t o  the maximum bubble 
radius, 6 /RM, is given approximately by 
Therefore, provided (-a - Cpmin) is of the order of 
0.1 or greater, it follows that  for the high Reynolds 
numbers, U.!/v, which are typical of most of the 
flows in which cavitation is a problem, the bound- 
ary layer is usually much thinner than the typical 
dimension of the bubble. This does not mean the 
boundary layer is unimportant. But we can an- 
ticipate that  those parts of the cavitation bubble 
furthest from the solid surface will interact with the 
primarily inviscid flow outside the boundary layer, 
while those parts close t o  the solid surface will be 
affected by the boundary layer and the shear forces 
associated with it. 
When the frequency of cavitation events in- 
creases in space or time such that  they begin t o  in- 
teract with one another a whole new set of phenom- 
ena may be manifest. They may begin t o  interact 
hydrodynamically with important consequences for 
both the global flow and the dynamics and acous- 
tics of the individual bubble. For example, clouds 
of cavitating bubbles are often shed from a cavi- 
tating foil and the coherent dynamics of the cloud 
can result in a collapse process which has much 
greater potential for noise production and dam- 
age than the individual bubbles would have act- 
ing independently (see, for example, Soyama et al. 
1992). 
INDIVIDUAL EVENTS 
Some of the early (and classic) observations of 
individual travelling cavitation bubbles by Knapp 
and Hollander (1948), Parkin (1952) and Ellis 
(1952) make mention of the deformation of the 
bubbles by the flow. But the focus of attention 
soon shifted to the easier observations of the dy- 
namics of individual bubbles in quiescent liquid 
Figure 1: Isobars in the vicinity of the minimum pressure point on the axisymmetric Schiebe headform 
with values of the pressure coefficient, C,,, as indicated. The pressures were obtained from a potential flow 
calculation. The insert shows the headform shape and the area that  has been enlarged in t~he main figure 
(dashed lines). From Schiebe (1972) and Kuhn de Chizelle e t  al. (1992). 
and i t  is only recently that  investigations of the de- 
formation caused by the flow have resumed. Both 
Knapp and Hollander (1948) and Parkin (1952) ob- 
served that  almost all cavitation bubbles are closer 
t o  hemispherical than spherical and that they ap- 
pear t o  be separated from the solid surface by a 
thin film of liquid. Such bubbles are clearly evi- 
dent in other photographs of travelling cavitation 
bubbles on a hydrofoil such as those of Blake e t  al. 
(1977) or Brian~on-Marjollet e t  al. (1990). 
A number of recent research efforts have fo- 
cussed on these bubble/flow interactions includ- 
ing the work of van der Meulen and van Renesse 
(1989) and Brian~on-Marjollet et  aE. (1990). Re- 
cently, Ceccio and Brennen (1991) and Kuhn de 
Chizelle e t  al. (1992) have made an extended se- 
ries of observations of cavitation bubbles in the 
flow around axisymmetric bodies including stud- 
ies of the scaling of the phenomena. Two ax- 
isymmetric body shapes were used, both of which 
have been employed in previous cavitation investi- 
gations. The first of these was a so-called "Schiebe 
body" (Schiebe 1972). One of the important char- 
acteristics of this shape is that the boundary layer 
does not separate in the region of low pressure 
within which cavitation bubbles occur. The sec- 
ond body had the ITTC headform shape which was 
originally used by Lindgren and Johnsson (1966) 
and exhibits laminar separation within the region 
in which the ~av i t~a t ion  bubbles occur. For both 
headforms, the isobars in the neighbourhood of the 
minimum pressure point exhibit a large pressure 
gradient normal to  the surface as illustrated by 
the isobars for the Schiebe body shown in figure 
1. This pressure gradient is associated with the 
curvature of the body and therefore the stream- 
lines in the vicinity of the minimum pressure point. 
Consequently, a t  a given cavitation number, a, the 
region below the vapor pressure which is enclosed 
between the solid surface and the C,, = -a isobaric 
surface is long and thin compared with the size of 
the headform. Only nuclei which pass through this 
thin volume will cavitate. 
The  observations of Ceccio and Brennen (1991) 
a t  relatively low Reynolds numbers will be de- 
scribed first. Typical photographs of bubbles on 
the 5.08cm diameter Schiebe headform during the 
cycle of bubble growth and collapse are shown in 
figure 2. Simultaneous profile and plan views pro- 
vide a more complete picture of the bubble geome- 
try. In all cases the shape during the initial growth 
phase was that  of a spherical cap, the bubble be- 
ing separated from the headform surface by a thin 
layer of liquid of the same order of magnitude as 
the boundary layer thickness. Later developments 
depend on the geometry of the headform and the 
Reynolds number so we begin with the simplest 
case, namely the Schiebe body a t  relatively low 
Reynolds number. Typical photographs for this 
case are included in figure 2. As the bubble begins 
to  enter the region of adverse pressure gradient the 
exterior frontal surface begins t o  be pushed inward 
m .1- - - 
Figure 2: A series of photographs illustrating the growth and collapse of travelling cavitation bubbles 
flow around a 5.08crn diameter Schiebe headform at u = 0.45 and a speed of 9 m/s.  Simultaneous pl 
and plan views are presented but each row is, in fact, a different bubble. The  flow is from right to  left. 
scale is 4.5 times lifesize. From Ceccio and Brennen (1991). 
in a 
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causing the profile of the bubble to  appear wedge- (spanwise being defined as the direction parallel to 
like. Thus the is initiated on the exterior the headform surface and normal to the oncom- 
frontal surface of the bubble and this often leads to ing stream) so that  the largest dimension of the 
the bubble fissioning into forward and aft bubbles bubble is its spanwise breadth. Second, the  bub- 
as seen in figure 2. ble acquires significant spanwise vorticity through 
its interactions with the boundary layer during the 
But, two other processes are occuring a t  the growth phase. Consequently, as the collapse pro- 
same time. First, the streamwise thickness of the ceeds this vorticity is concentrated and the bubble - -- 
bubble decreases faster t.han its spanwise breadth 
Figure 3: Examples from Ceccio and Brennen (1991) illust,rating the instabi1it.y of the liquid layer under a 
travelling cavitation bubble (for a = 0.45 and a speed of 8.7 m./s). The photographs are 3.8 times lifesize. 
evolves into one (or two or possibly more) cavitat- 
ing vortices with spanwise axes. These vortex bub- 
bles proceed to  collapse and seem to  rebound as a 
cloud of much smaller bubbles. Often a coherent 
second collapse of this cloud was observed when the 
bubbles were not t,oo scattered by the flow. Ceccio 
and Brennen (1991) (see also Kumar and Brennen 
1993b) conclude tha t  the flow-induced fission prior 
t o  collapse can have a substantial effect on the noise 
impulse. 
Two additional phenomena were observed on 
the headform which exhibited laminar separation, 
namely the ITTC headform. The first of these was 
the observation that  the layer of liquid underneath 
the bubble would become disrupted by some insta- 
bility. As seen in figure 3 this results in a bubbly 
layer of fluid which subsequently gets left behind 
the main bubble. Thus the instability of the liq- 
uid layer leads t o  another mechanism of bubble fis- 
sion. Because of the physical separation, the bub- 
bly layer would collapse after the main body of the 
bubble. 
The  second and perhaps more consequential phe- 
nomenon observed with the ITTC headform only 
occurs wit,h the occasional bubble. Infrequently, 
when a bubble passes the point of laminar sep- 
aration, it triggers the formation of local "at,- 
tached cavitation" streaks a t  the lateral or span- 
wise extremities of the bubble as seen in figure 4. 
Then, as the main bubble proceeds downstream, 
these "streaks" or "tails" of attached cavitation are 
stretched out behind the main bubble, the trailing 
ends of the tails being attached t o  the solid sur- 
face. Subsequently, the main bubble collapses first 
leaving the "tails" to persist for a fraction longer 
as illustrated by the lower photograph in figure 4 .  
The importance of these occasional   event.^ with 
tails" did not become clear until tests were con- 
ducted a t  rnuch higher Reynolds numbers, with 
larger headforms (up to  5 0 . 5 ~ ~ 1  in diamet,er) and 
somewhat higher speeds (up t o  15 m l s ) .  These 
tests were part of an investigation of the scaling of 
the bubble dynamic phenomena described above 
(Iiuhn de Chizelle e t  al. 1992) which was con- 
ducted in the Large Cavitation Channel (LCC, 
Morgan 1990). One notable observation was the 
presence of a "dimple" on the exterior surface of 
all the individual travelling bubbles; examples of 
this dimple are included in figure 5. They are not 
the precursor to  a re-entrant jet for the dimple 
seems to  be relatively stable during most of the col- 
lapse process. More importantly, i t  was observed 
that., a t  higher Reynolds number. "attached tails" 
occurred even on these Schiebe bodies which did 
not normally exhibit laminar separation. More- 
over, the probability of occurence of attached tails 
Figure 4: Examples from Ceccio and Brennen (1991) illustrating the attached tails formed behind a travelling 
cavitation bubble (for o = 0.42 and a speed of 9 m l s ) .  The top two are simultaneous profile and plan views. 
The bottom shows the persistence of the tails after the bubble has collapsed. The photographs are 3.8 times 
lifesize. 
increased as the Reynolds number increased and 
the attached cavitation began to be more exten- 
sive. As the Reynolds number increased further, 
the bubbles would tend t o  trigger attached cavi- 
ties over the entire wake of the bubble as seen in 
the lower two photographs in figure 5 .  Moreover 
the attached cavitation would tend to  remain for 
a longer period after the main bubble had disap- 
peared. Eventually, a t  the highest Reynolds num- 
bers tested it appeared that  the passage of a single 
bubble was sufficient t o  trigger a "patch7' of at- 
tached cavitation (figure 5, bottom) which would 
persist for an extended period after the bubble had 
long disappeared. We note that Howison et  al. 
(1993) have recently examined an inviscid model 
for such patch cavities. 
This progression of events and the changes in the 
probabilities of the different kinds of events with 
Reynolds number imply a rich complexity in the 
micro-fluidmechanics of cavitation bubbles, much 
of which remains t o  be understood. It,s impor- 
tance lies in the fact that  these different types 
of events cause differences in the collapse process 
which, in turn,  alters the noise produced (see Kuhn 
de Chizelle et al. 1992) and, in all probability, 
the potential for cavitation damage. For example, 
the events with attached tails were found t o  pro- 
duce significantly less noise than the events with- 
out tails. Due to the changes in the probabilities of 
occurence of these events with Reynolds number, 
this implies a scaling effect which had not been pre- 
viously recognized. It also suggests some possible 
strategies for the reduction of cavitation noise and 
damage. 
When examined in retrospect, one can identify 
many of these phenomena in earlier photographic 
observations, including the pioneering, high-speed 
movies taken by Knapp. As previously remarked, 
Knapp and Hollander (1948), Parkin (1952) and 
others noted the spherical-cap shape of most trav- 
elling cavitation bubbles. The ITTC experiments 
(Lindgren and Johnsson 1966) emphasized the di- 
versity in the kinds of cavitation events which could 
occur on a given body and later authors att,empted 
to  identify, understand and classify this spectrum 
of events. For example, Holl and Carroll (1979) 
observed a variety of different types of cavitation 
events on axisymmetric bodies and remarked that  
both travelling and attached cavitation "patches" 
occurred and could be distinguished from travel- 
ling bubble cavitation. A similar study of the dif- 
ferent types of cavitation events was reported by 
Huang (1979) whose "spots" are synonymous with 
"patches" . 
Figure 5 :  Typical cavitation events from the scaling experiments of Kuhn de Chizelle e t  al. (1992) showing 
an unattached bubble with L'dimple"(upper left), a bubble wit.h attached tails (upper right) and a transient, 
bubble-induced patch (middle) all occuring on the 50.8cm diameter Schiebe headform at  a = 0.605 and a 
speed of 15 m l s .  T h e  bottom ~ h o t o g r a p h  shows a ~ a t c h  on the 25.4cm headform at  a = 0.53 and a speed 
of 15 m l s .  The flow is from right t o  left. The top four are shown a t  1.3 times lifesize and the bottom at. 
I .25 times Iifesize. 
MODELLING THE BUBBLE DYNAMICS 
It is clear that  the Rayleigh-Plesset analysis of 
a spherical bubble cannot reproduce many of the 
phenomena described in the preceding section. To 
study this further, Kuhn de Chizelle e t  al. (1994) 
developed an unsteady numerical code which mod- 
els the bubbles using travelling sources and incor- 
porates the distortion caused by the  pressure gra- 
dients in t.he flow around the body. Only the irro- 
tational flow outside of the boundary layer is ad- 
dressed so the interaction of the bubble and the 
boundary layer is not treated by this method. The 
objective was to  focus on the interaction of the 
bubble with the irrotational flow and the resulting 
shape of the exterior surface of the bubble. Dif- 
ferent, viscous flow analyses would be needed t,o 
study t,he phenomena of the liquid layer instab1it.y 
and the triggering of attached cavitation. 
The  basic, simplifying assumption behind the 
model is that  the perturbations in the irrotational 
flow caused by the bubble can be fairly accurately 
modelled by a simple travelling source of adjustable 
intensit,y and position and that ,  once an image 
source is added to  substantially satisfy t,he bound- 
ary condition on the headform surface, the remain- 
Figure 6: Comparison between the profiles of bubbles in figure 2 (dashed lines) and the profiles calculated by 
Kuhn de Chizelle et  al. (1994) (solid lines) a t  five different moments during growth and collapse, consecutively 
numbered 1 through 5 .  The flow is from right to  left. The locations of the source and the image source are 
shown by the crosses. 
ing corrections which are required involve small 
modifications of the basic structure of the flow. 
It is, of course, possible to  solve the inviscid, ir- 
rotational problem by using a boundary integral 
method in which the surface of the headform and 
the surface of the bubble are divided into bound- 
ary elements. Indeed, Chahine (1992) made some 
preliminary calculations of this kind. However, the 
travelling source method has the advantage of im- 
proved resolution of the bubble dynamics at. much 
reduced computational time. The  method could 
also be extended t o  allow studies involving more 
than one bubble so that  interaction effects might 
be examined. 
Typical results are presented in figure 6 where 
the bubble profiles from the photographs of figure 
2 are compared with the profiles computed a t  the 
same five moments in time (labelled 1 to  5) dur- 
ing the  bubble evolution. It can be seen that  the 
overall size of the bubbles are in good agreement, 
with the  observations and that  there is qualitative 
agreement in the general shape of the bubble as 
well as the way it  changes with time. The program 
reproduces the spherical-cap shapes which are sep- 
arated from the headform by a thin liquid layer. 
During the growth phase we note a minor depres- 
sion in the top of the cap which is reminiscent of 
the dimples on the top of the bubbles observed by 
Kuhn de Chizelle e t  al. (1992) but is not as pro- 
nounced. Later the bubble assumes the wedge-like 
shape similar t.o the experiments. The  computed 
bubbles are not, however, as elongated as t,hose 
observed experimentally, particularly a t  the higher 
cavitation numbers; the probable reason for this is 
that the shape distortions which can be modelled 
by a single source are limited. Clearly, however, 
dipoles or higher order models for the bubble would 
allow more distorted bubble shapes. 
One of the advantages of such a calculation is 
that it allows computation of t.he unsteady pres- 
sure field surrounding the bubble. This allows 
evaluation of potential interactions between bub- 
bles. By examining the flow perturbations for dif- 
ferent cavitation numbers, the potential for bub- 
blelbubble interactions can be evaluated. More- 
over, the present method could readily be ex- 
tended to include a number of simultaneous cav- 
itation events and therefore allow direct evaluation 
of these interactions. 
CAVITATION EVENT RATES 
In order to  synthesize the cumulative effects of a 
stream of travelling cavitation bubbles i t  is necces- 
sary to  supplement the details of individual events 
with the rates a t  which these events occur. In this 
section we shift attention t o  this other aspect of the 
problem, namely the prediction of the event rate. 
Many investigators have anticipated a relation- 
ship between the cavitation event rate and the 
concentration of cavitation nuclei in the oncom- 
ing stream (see, for example, Schiebe, 1972. Keller, 
1972 and 1974, Keller and Weitendorf, 1976, 
Iiuiper, 1978, Gates and Acosta. 1978). At first. 
sight this seems like a straightforward problem of 
computing the flux of nuclei into the region for 
which C, < -a. However many complications 
m 
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Figure 7: T h e  maximum size, R M ,  to  which a cavitation bubble grows according to  the Rayleigh-Plesset 
equation as a function of the original nucleus size, R,, and the cavitation number, u,  in the flow around the 
Schiebe headform wit,h Weber number, pRHU2/S = 28000. 
arise which make this analysis more complex than 
might otherwise appear and we shall discuss some 
of the specific issues below. But these difficul- 
ties do not account for the lack of experimental 
research into the relationship. Rather, the dif- 
ficulties involved in the accurate measurement of 
the incoming nuclei number distribution function, 
N ( R ) ,  have been responsible for the delay in any 
detailed, quantitative investigation of this compo- 
nent of the problem. By definition, N(R)dR is the 
number of nuclei wit,h size between R and R + d R  
per unit volume. As Billet (1985) remarked in his 
review of nuclei measurement techniques, the only 
reliable method of obtaining N(R)  has been the 
extremely time consuming method of surveying a 
reconstruction of an zn sztu hologram of a small 
volume of tunnel water. However, the time and 
effort required to  construct one N(R)  distribution 
by this method has seriously limited the scope of 
these investigations. 
T h e  recent development of light scattering in- 
s t rument ,~  employing phase doppler techniques 
(Saffman et al. 1984, Tanger et al. 1992) has im- 
proved the  situation. In our own laboratory we 
have attempted t,o validate and calibrate a Dantec 
Phase Doppler Anemometer (PDA) instrument by 
taking simultaneous measurements with the PDA 
and a holographic system (Liu et al. 1993a). The 
great advantage of the PDA system is the speed 
with which N(R)  can be measured. After valida- 
tion, the PDA system could be used with confi- 
dence for investigations of the nuclei population 
dynamics in a wat,er tunnel and of the aforemen- 
tioned relation between N ( R )  and the cavitation 
event rate. 
The  population dynamics within a facility are 
important because they determine the rate of 
change of N(R)  with run time and its depen- 
dence on tunnel velocity, pressure and air content. 
However, the dynamics probably vary considerably 
from one facility to  another depending, for exam- 
ple, on whether the facility has a resorber or not. 
Liu et al. (1993a) showed that ,  in the Low Tur- 
bulence Water Tunnel a t  Caltech (which does not 
have a resorber), significant variations in N(R)  
commonly occurred during run times of the order 
of several minutes though N(R)  would asymptote 
t o  some steady distribution after about 25 min- 
utes. This "steady state" would not only depend, 
however, upon the tunnel pressure, velocity and air 
content but also on the object in the working sec- 
tion and whether or not i t  was cavitating. This 
recognition that  the nuclei population adjusts to  
the conditions of the experiment, only serves to  
emphasize even more strongly the need t o  moni- 
tor N(R)  in any cavitation experiment. T h e  role 
played by a cavitating body (mounted in the  work- 
ing section) in supplying nuclei t o  the tunnel was 
further studied by Sato  et  al. (1993) who examined 
the distributions a t  various points in the wake be- 
hind a cavitating circular cylinder. In the case ex- 
amined the nuclei population in the wake was sev- 
eral orders of magnitude larger than in the tunnel 
as a whole and the process of mixing and diffusion 
with distance downstream was readily apparent. 
Recently, Watanabe and Prosperetti (1994) have 
investigated some simple models for the nuclei cre- 
ated by cavitation and have compared thelr results 
with the observations of Sato et al.. Clearly, how- 
ever, more study is required before there is any real 
understanding of the  nuclei population dynamics 
either In water tunnel facilities or, for that matter, 
in the ocean (O'Hern et  al. 1988). 
If the nuclei number distribution is known or 
measured, then the important question is how that 
determines the cavitation event rat,e. If the nu- 
clei were to  follow the fluid motion without any 
slip and if the bubble was always spherical and al- 
ways small relative t o  the  important dimensions of 
the flow, the problem would be relatively simple. 
For each streamtube passing close t,o the body in 
which nuclei are likely to  grow into macroscopic 
bubbles, one could input the pressure time history 
into the Rayleigh-Plesset equation and, for a range 
of initial nuclei sizes and cavitation numbers, cal- 
culate the resulting cavitation bubble size history. 
Such, of course, was the approach taken in the pi- 
oneering work of Plesset. (1949), Parkin (1952) and 
others. An example of such a calculation (taken 
from Ceccio and Brennen, 1991) is shown in figure 
7 which presents results from the integration of the 
Rayleigh-Plesset equation for bubbles in the flow 
around a Schiebe headform. The maximum size 
which the bubbles achieve is plotted as a function 
of the size of the original nucleus for a typical We- 
ber number, pRHU2/S,  where U and RH are the 
free stream velocity and headform radius and S is 
the surface tension. Data  are plott,ed for four dif- 
ferent cavitation numbers, a. Note that the curves 
for u < 0.5 all have abrupt vertical sections a t  cer- 
tain critical nuclei sizes which correspond to  the 
appropriate Blake critical nuclei sizes (Blake 1949, 
Daily and Johnson 1956). Since this decreases with 
decreasing a an increasing number of smaller nu- 
clei are activated as a is decreased. The calcula- 
tions of figure 7 were carried out using the pres- 
sure distribution on the surface of the headform. 
It is clear from figure 1. that  the pressure distribu- 
tions on streamsurfaces further from the headform 
do not have such low pressures and therefore the 
Blake critical radius increases with distance from 
the surface until one reaches a streamline on which 
there are no nuclei large enough to be act,ivated. 
Note also from figure 7 that,  whatever their initial 
size, most unstable nuclei grow t o  roughly t,he same 
maximum size. This is because both the asymp- 
totic growth rate and the time available for growth 
are relatively independent of the size of the original 
nucleus. 
But there are other complications which occur 
in the actual flow and create more serious prob- 
lems. First, the boundary layer on the headform 
surface will clearly have an effect on the volume 
flux through the  low pressure region. Secondly, the 
relative motion between the nuclei and the liquid 
can be important. Johnson and Hsieh (1966) in- 
cluded relative motion in their analysis and identi- 
fied an important phenomenon which occurs when 
the nuclei experience the large fluid accelerations 
in the vicinity of the stagnation point. Specifically 
the nuclei migrate outwards onto streamlines fur- 
ther from the stagnation streamlinelbody surface 
as a result of the large centripetal accelerations 
near the stagnation point. And the larger the nu- 
clei, the larger this shift so that  the flow act.s as a 
screen or filter. The larger nuclei which are those 
most likely t o  cavitate may, in fact, be so displaced 
that  t,hey no longer experience tension in t,he low 
pressure region. Both the boundary layer effect 
and the screening effect are included in the more 
recent, numerical calculations of Meyer, Billet and 
Ho11 (1992). Liu et al. (1993b) have constructed an 
approximate analytical method of evaluating both 
of these effects. 
Other problems arise because the growing bub- 
ble rapidly reaches a size which is comparable t o  
important. dimensions such as the height of t,he iso- 
bar, C,, = --a, above the headform surface. As a 
result different parts of the bubble surface are ex- 
posed t,o different pressures and the bubble itself 
changes the local pressure distribution within the 
flow. Then it  becomes neccessary t,o resort t o  a 
complex procedure such as that  described in the 
preceding section in order to  calculate t,he shape 
and growth of the bubble. Such analyses, which 
would take the place of the Rayleigh-Plesset. calcu- 
lations, are too complex for inclusion in the present 
event rate analyses a t  least initially. In place of 
this Liu et al. (1993b) have devised a somewhat. 
heuristic treatment of these "finite bubble size" ef- 
fects which involves an altered, effective trajectory 
for the bubbles. 
Figure 8 presents some of the typical results of 
the Liu et al. analysis applied to  a 5.08cm Schiebe 
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Figure 8: Left: Typical event rates calculated using an assumed but typical nuclei distribution by the method 
of Liu e t  al.  (1993b) for flow around a 5.08cm Schiebe body a t  a ve1ocit.y of 9 m l s .  A: Basic method not, 
including the additional effects included in other lines. B: As A but including the boundary layer flux effect. 
C: As A but including the bubble screening effect. D: As A but including the surface interference effect. D: 
As A but including only "observable" bubbles larger than l m m  in radius. Right: Comparison of observed 
cavitation event rates (0)  on a 5.08cm Schiebe body in the LTWT at  a speed of 9 m l s  with the anticipated 
event rate based on simultaneously measured nuclei dist,ributions (from Liu and Brennen, 1994). 
body a t  a tunnel speed of 9 m l s .  This shows the 
individual changes in the event rate due to  four 
separate effects, namely the boundary layer flux 
effect, the screening effect and the finite size effect 
in the low pressure zone. Also shown is the effect 
of assuming that the observer will only detect bub- 
bles whose maximum radius is greater than l m m .  
Note that all these effects produce significant al- 
terations in the event rate. Also included in fig- 
ure 8 is a comparison between experimentally mea- 
sured event rates and the prediction of the Liu e t  
al .  method based on the simultarieously measured 
nuclei distribution. Note that  the event rates are in 
rough agreement a t  the larger cavitation numbers 
but that  a progressively increasing discrepancy de- 
velops as the cavitation number decreases and the 
event rate increases. At the lowest cavitation num- 
bers this discrepancy is over one order of magni- 
tude. Liu e t  al.  surmise that  this additional effect 
is caused by the interaction between nuclei a t  low 
cavitation numbers. More explicitly, that  many of 
the smaller nuclei in the liquid surrounding a larger 
nuclei are not activated because t.he growth of the 
larger nuclei generates a sufficient increase in the 
pressure surrounding the smaller nuclei so that  the 
latter never become unstable. 
The scaling effects implicit in both the Meyer 
e t  al.  (1992) and Liu e t  al.  (1993b) models pro- 
vide a qualitative explanation of some of the trends 
in the experimental observations such as those of 
Iiuhn de Chizelle e t  al. (1994). This is illustrated 
in figure 9 where da ta  from the LCC experiments 
of Kuhn de Chizelle e t  al .  is presented. Shown on 
the right in figure 9 are results from the Liu e t  al.  
model for several speeds and headform sizes using 
an assumed but typical nuclei distribution func- 
tion since Kuhn de Chizelle e t  al.  were unable t.o 
measure the actual distributions in the LCC. Note 
that changes in the headform size are fairly well 
modelled whereas changes wit.h tunnel speed are 
not. The probable explanation is that the changes 
in tunnel pressure needed t o  create the same cav- 
itation number a t  different tunnel speeds result in 
major changes in the nuclei population in the fa- 
cility. 
Finally we observe that, the prediction of the cav- 
it,ation inception number is inextricably connect,ed 
with a detailed understanding of the event rate 
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Figure 9: Left: Event rates measured during the scaling experiments of Kuhn de Chizelle e t  al. (1994) in the 
LCC. Data  are shown for three headform diameters (50.8cm = dotted line, 25.4cm = dash-dot line, 5.08cm 
= solid line) at three different tunnel velocities (9mls  = o, 11.5mls = 0, 15mls  = A). Right: Typical 
event rates calculated using an assumed but t,ypical nuclei distribution by the method of Liu e t  al. (1993b) 
for flow around Schiebe bodies of two different sizes (50.8cm = dashed lines, 5.08cm = solid lines) for three 
different velocities (9mls  = o, 11.5rnls = 0, 15mls  = A). These calculations include the boundary layer 
flux effect and the screening effect but not the observable size effect. 
(Billet and Holl 1979). In figures 10 we make a 
qualitative comparison between the incept,ion num- 
ber observed in the LCC experiments of Kuhn de 
Chizelle e t  al. (1994) and those calculated from 
the model of Liu e t  al. (1993b) using an assumed 
but. typical nuclei distribution function. Both the 
observed and calculated ui are based on an arbi- 
trarily chosen critical event rate of 50 events per 
second. In comparing the two graphs in figure 10 
we note that  the scaling with size is similar while 
the scaling with speed is quite different probably 
for the  same reason given in the last paragraph. 
In conclusion, it seems clear that  an adequate 
model for the event rate is an essential prerequi- 
site for an understanding of cavitation inception 
(as well as cavitation noise and damage rates). 
SINGLE BUBBLE NOISE 
tion provides not only valuable practical informa- 
tion but is also useful as a diagnostic. 
The radiated acoustic pressure, p a ,  a t  a large 
distance, R, from the center of a bubble of volume, 
V(t), will be given by (Blake 1986) 
It is clear that  the noise pulse generated at. bubble 
collapse results from the very large and positive 
values of d 2 V / d t h h i c h  occur when the bubble is 
close t o  its minimum size. A good measure of the 
magnitude of the collapse pulse is the acoustic im- 
pulse, I, defined as the area under the pulse or 
where t l  and t 2  are times before and after t,he pulse 
a t  which pa is zero. It is also useful in the present 
context to  define a dimensionless impulse, I*, as 
With a bett,er underst.anding of the dynamics I* = ~ ~ T I R / ~ U D ~  
of individual cavitation events we now turn to  (5) 
the  measurements of the noise produced by t.hose where R is now the distance from the cavitation 
events. In doing so we recognize that. noise evalua- event to the point of noise measurement and D 
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Figure 10: Left: Cavitation inception numbers observed in the scaling experiments of Kuhn de Chizelle 
et al. (1994). Data  is shown for three different speeds (9mls  = 0, 11.5m/s = 0 ,  15mls  = A )  and two 
dissolved oxygen contents (30% = solid lines, 80% = dotted lines) based on a critical event rate of 50s-'. 
Right: Predicted cavitation inception numbers a t  three different speeds (9mls  = o, 11.5mls = 0 .  15mls  
= A )  based on a critical event rate of 50s-', an assumed but typical nuclei distribution and two minimum 
observable bubble radii of l m m  (solid lines) and 0.5mm (dotted lines). From Liu et al. (199313). 
is the headform diameter (D  = 2RH). We shall are usually between 25% and 80% of the average 
compare the experimentally measured values of I* value. In both sets of experiments the collapse of 
from individual events on headforms of different an individual bubble (or event) seems to  be charac- 
size with those from numerical calculations of the terized by a fairly well-defined maximum possible 
growth and collapse of bubbles obtained from inte- value of the impulse. However the same conditions 
gration of the Rayleigh-Plesset equation. Details of can also produce impulses which are a fraction of 
these calculations are given in Ceccio and Brennen this maximum. 
(1991) and Kuhn de Chizelle et al. (1992). For 
present purposes, we note that variations in the 
Weber number, Reynolds number and initial size 
of the nucleus had little effect on the computed 
impulses (within f 10%). 
For a range of experimental cavitation numbers, 
both Ceccio and Brennen (1991) and Kuhn de 
Chizelle et al. (1994) were able t,o identify within 
the hydrophone output the signal produced by each 
cavitation event and t o  measure the acoustic im- 
pulses of these events. The  average values of the 
largest impulses obtained in this way are plotted 
against cavitation number in figure 11. In viewing 
this da ta  i t  must be emphasized that t.here is con- 
siderable variability in the magnitude of t,he im- 
pulses occurring a t  a particular operating condi- 
tion. Consequent,ly, the standard deviations cor- 
responding t o  t,he averaged I* values of figure 11 
Also shown in figure is a hatched area which 
encompasses the results from the Rayleigh-Plesset 
calculations using the pressure distribution on the 
surface of the headform. Note first that  t.he upper 
envelope of the experimental data  for all t.he head- 
forms and velocities is roughly consistent.. How- 
ever, this envelope of maximum values is approx- 
imat.ely one order of magnitude smaller t.han the 
impulses obtained from the Rayleigh-Plesset cal- 
culations. There are probably two reasons for this. 
First, the actual maximum volume of the  bubbles 
is significantly smaller than the maximum volume 
of the Rayleigh-Plesset bubbles as was documented 
by Kuhn de Chizelle et al. (1994). Since the im- 
pulse is correlated with the maximum volume, this 
is clearly one reason for the discrepancy. This ef- 
fect can be accounted for as will shortly be demon- 
strated. -4 more speculative. second reason for the 
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Figure 11: The dimensionless impulse, I*, as a function of cavitation number, u. All the calculations using 
the Rayleigh-Plesset equation lay within the hatched region. The experimental  measurement,^ of Ceccio and 
Brennen (1991) on a 5.08cm headform (0) are shown along with the upper envelope which was defined by 
that  data.  The results of Kuhn de Chizelle e t  al. (1994) are shown for three headform diameters (50.8cm = 
thick solid line, 25.4cm = thin solid line, 5.08cm = dotted line) a t  three different tunnel velocities ( 9 m l s  = 
+, A, 0 ,  11.5mls  = x ,  7, H ,  15mls  = *, 0, I ) .  
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Figure 12: The dimensionless ~mpulse,  I*, as a function of maximum volume of the bubble (divided by 
D3/8). All the calculations using the Rayleigh-Plesset equation for 0.3 5 a 5 0.5 lie w i t h ~ n  the hatched 
region. The expenmental measurements on a S.08cm headform by Ceccio and Brennen (1991) are shown for 
u = 0.42 (a), 0.45 ( 0 )  and 0.50 (solid 0 )  along with the upper envelope which was defined by tha t  data.  
The  results of Kuhn de Chizelle e t  al. (1994) are coded as in figure 11. 
discrepancy is that  the more non-spherical the col- 
lapse, the less noise is produced since a spherical 
collapse produces the maximum focussing of the 
unsteady pressures. The  interactions of the bubble 
with the pressure gradients and the boundary layer 
produce deformations in the shape which, in turn. 
alter the noise produced. 
We speculated that  the acoustic impulses would 
be better correlated with the maxlmum bubble vol- 
ume than with the cavitation number. This corre- 
lation has been anticipated by many authors in- 
cluding Fitzpatrick and Strasberg ( 1 9 5 6 ) ,  Hamil- 
ton et al. ( 1 9 8 2 )  and Vogel et al. ( 1 9 8 9 ) .  For this 
reason Kuhn de Chizelle et al. ( 1 9 9 4 )  replotted the 
impulse data  against the maximum cavity volume 
as shown in figure 12. Note that the correspon- 
dence of the upper envelope of the data is improved 
over that  of figure 11 ,  confirming again that  the up- 
per bound on the impulse correlates strongly with 
the maximum bubble volume. 
The upper envelope on the experimental data  in 
figure 12 and of the Rayleigh-Plesset calculations 
are both consistent with a relation of the form 
where /3 is some proportionality constant. There is 
an explanation for the form of this relation which 
proceeds as follows. From the definitions given in 
equations 3,  4 and 5  one can obtain 
If the typical bubble radius a t  times t l  and t a  is de- 
noted by Rx and the typical pressure coefficient is 
denoted by Cp, then it follows from the Rayleigh- 
Plesset equation (by setting d"/dt2 = 0  and eval- 
uating d V / d t )  that  
Numerical calculations of the Rayleigh-Plesset 
equation for a wide range of flows and conditions 
showed that  Rx/Rma, x 0.62. Moreover calcula- 
tions with the Schiebe headform pressure distribu- 
tion showed that  (Cp, - u) o: R,,,/D. Substitut- 
ing these two expressions into equation 8  yields the 
relation 6 .  
There is. however, another effect, which is present, 
in the data  of figures 11 and 12. Virtually all of the 
da ta  for a specific headform size and tunnel veloc- 
ity tends first to  increase as the cavitation number 
is reduced below the inception value. However, in 
almost all cases, this trend reaches a maximum at 
a particular cavitation number (or bubble volume) 
and begins to  decrease with further reduction in a. 
There are two effects which may contribute to  this 
phenomenon. First, the noise or impulse may de- 
crease due to  the interactions between events as 
they become more numerous with decreasing u. 
Second, the impulse may decrease due t o  a change 
In the dominant t,ype of event as u is decreased. 
Kuhn de Chizelle et  al. ( 1 9 9 4 )  showed that  the im- 
pulses are maximum when the cavities cover about 
20% of the surface area of the headform. This is 
in agreement with the observations of Arakeri and 
Shanmuganathan ( 1 9 8 5 )  who reported that  area 
void fractions larger than about 25% resulted in 
significant interactions between the bubbles and a 
reduction in the acoustic noise. In figure 1 1 ,  the 
locations of the maxima appear t o  be shifted to- 
wards higher cavitation numbers a t  the lower ve- 
locities. This trend is consistent with that of Kuhn 
de Chizelle e t  al. ( 1 9 9 4 )  who found an increase in 
the area void fraction with decreasing velocity a t  
the same cavitation numbers. 
There is, however, an additional effect which 
causes the observed decrease in the impulse be- 
low a certain u. Kuhn de Chizelle et al. ( 1 9 9 4 )  
were able t o  demonstrate that  events with tails are 
more likely to  occur as the cavitation number is 
decreased and that  such events produce much less 
noise, presumably because the tails cause further 
defocussing of the collapse. 
In summary, we find that  the micro-fluid- 
mechanics associated with individual events have 
an important effect on the noise produced by 
each event and that  changes In the micro-fluid- 
mechanics with Reynolds number produce previ- 
ously unrecognized scaling effects. However the 
overall trends are consistent with those predicted 
by the Rayleigh-Plesset or Fitzpatrick-Strasberg 
analysis though the maximum acoustic impulses 
are about an order of magnitude smaller than those 
of the spherical bubble analyses. 
CLOUD CAVITATION 
As a final topic we include a few observations 
on one of the most important bubble interaction 
effects. When the frequency of cavitation events 
increases in space or time such that  t,hey begin 
t.o interact wit.h one another a whole new set of 
phenomena may be manifest. They may begin t,o 
interact hydrodynamically with important conse- 
quences for both the global flow and the dynamics 
Figure 13: Three frames illustrating the formation, separation and collapse of a cavitation cloud on the 
suction surface of a hydrofoil (0.152m chord) oscillating in pitch with a frequency of 5.8H.z and an amplitude 
of f 5' about a mean incidence angle of 5'. The  flow is from left to  right, the tunnel velocity is 7.5 mls  and 
the mean cavitation number is 1.1. Photographs by E. McKenney. 
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Figure 14: The  dimensionless bubble size distribution in the cloud as a function of t,he dimensionless cloud ra- 
dius a t  various times for a = 0.4, Cpmi, = -0.5, cro = 0.08%) A0 = l cm,  Ro = 100pm and the dimensionless 
time, tG = 500. 
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Figure 15: The  pressure coefficient distribution in the cloud as a function of the dimensionless cloud radius 
a t  various times. Parameters as in figure 14. 
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Figure 16: The  time history of dimensionless bubble size a t  three different positions in the cloud, ro = 0, 
ro = 0.9AO and ro = AO, where A0 is the radius of the cloud. Parameters as in figure 14. 
and acoustics of the cavitation. In many flows of 
practical interest one observes the periodic forma- 
tion and collapse of a "cloud" of cavitation bubbles. 
The  temporal periodicity may occur naturally as a 
result of bubble-filled vortices or it may be the re- 
sponse t o  a periodic disturbance imposed on the 
flow. Common examples of imposed fluctuations 
are the interaction between rotor and stator blades 
in a pump or turbine and the interaction between a 
ship's propeller and the non-uniform wake created 
by the hull. In many of these cases the coherent 
collapse of the cloud of bubbles can cause more 
intense noise and more potential for damage than 
in a similar non-fluctuating flow. Bark and van 
Berlekom (1978), Shen and Peterson (1978), Bark 
(1985), Franc and Michel (1988) and Kubota e t  
al. (1989. 1992) have studied the complicated flow 
patterns involved in the production and collapse 
of a cavitating cloud on an oscillating hydrofoil. 
These studies are exemplified by the photographs 
of figure 13 which show the formation, separation 
and collapse of a cavitation cloud on a hydrofoil 
oscillating in pitch. All of the above mentioned 
studies emphasize that  a substantial bang occurs 
as a result of the collapse of the cloud; in figure 13 
this occurred between the middle and right hand 
photographs. 
Much recent interest has focused on the dynam- 
ics and acoustics of finite clouds of cavitation bub- 
bles because of the very destructive effects which 
are observed t o  occur when such clouds form and 
collapse in a flow (see, for example. Bark and van 
Berlekom 1978, Soyama e t  a/. 1992). Here we ad- 
dress the issue of the modelling of the dynamics of 
cavitation clouds, a subject whose origins can be 
traced t o  the work of van Wijngaarden (1964) who 
first attempted to  model the behavior of a collaps- 
ing layer of bubbly fluid next to a solid wall. Later 
investigators explored numerical methods which in- 
corporate t,he individual bubbles (Chahine 1982) 
and continuum models which, for example, analyze 
the behavior of shock waves in bubbly liquid (No- 
ordzij and van Wijngaarden 1974) and identify the 
natural frequencies of spherical cloud of bubbles 
(d'Agostino and Brennen 1983). Indeed the litera- 
ture on the linearized dynamics of clouds of bubbles 
is growing rapidly (see, for example, Omta 1987, 
d'Agostino e t  al. 1988 & 1989, Prosperett,i 1988). 
However, apart  from some weakly non-linear anal- 
yses (Kumar and Brennen 1991, 1992, 1993b) only 
a few papers have addressed the highly non-linear 
processes involved during the collapse of a cloud 
of bubbles. Chahine and Duraiswami (1992) have 
recently conduct.ed numerical simulations using a 
number of discrete bubbles and demonstrated how 
the bubbles on the periphery of t,he cloud develop 
inwardly directed re-entrant jets. However, most 
clouds contain many thousands of bubbles and i t  
therefore is advantageous t o  examine the non-linear 
behavior of continuum models. 
Another perspective on the subject of collapsing 
clouds was that  introduced by M ~ r c h  and his co- 
workers (Morch 1980 & 1981, Hanson e t  al. 1981). 
They speculated that  the collapse of a cloud of bub- 
bles involves the formation and inward propagation 
of a shock wave and that  t,he geometric focusing of 
t,his shock a t  the center of cloud creates t,he en- 
hancement. of the noise and damage potential as- 
sociated with cloud collapse. Most recently Wang 
and Brennen (1994) have used the mixture models 
employed earlier by dlAgostino et al. (1983, 1988, 
1989) t o  study the non-linear growth and collapse 
of a spherical cloud of bubbles. A finite cloud of nu- 
clei is subjected t o  a decrease in the ambient pres- 
sure which causes the cloud to  cavitate and then to  
a pressure recovery which causes collapse. Of nec- 
cessity, the solutions are numerical but they clearly 
confirm M ~ r c h ' s  vision of cloud collapse. Some typ- 
ical numerical results are shown in figures 14, 15 
and 16. Figures 14 and 15 illustrate the spatial dis- 
tribution of bubble radius and pressure a t  several 
moments in time during the beginning of collapse. 
Note the formation and inward propagation of a 
shock wave. The  structure of this shock is very 
similar t o  those in the bubbly flows investigated 
by Noordij and van Wijngaarden (1974); it devel- 
ops a series of rebounds and secondary collapses 
which probably produce a ringing in the radiated 
sound. Note also from figure 15 how the pressure 
pulse increases in amplitude as the shock propa- 
gates inwards. Finally, figure 16 presents the time 
history of bubble size a t  several Lagrangian loca- 
tions within the cloud and shows how the bubbles 
a t  the cloud surface (R(A0,t))  collapse first and 
shield the interior so that  collapse of the interior 
bubbles is delayed. 
Both experimental and analytical studies of this 
phenomenon are currently being pursued. 
CONCLUDING COMMENTS 
In this paper we have summarized some of the 
recent advances in our understanding of travelling 
bubble cavitation and cloud cavitation. We have 
demonstrated that  it is possible t o  synthesize the 
cavitation from knowledge of the nuclei number 
distribution and the detailed flow field especially 
that  in the neighbourhood of the minimum pres- 
sure point. T h e  observations of the dynamics of 
individual bubbles or events clearly display a rich 
variety of fluid mechanical phenomena as the bub- 
bles interact with the largely irrotational flow out- 
side the boundary layer and with the boundary 
layer itself. Many of the observed phenomena re- 
cause these are less important but rather because 
the modelling of these forms are less well under- 
stood in terms of their noise producing mechanisms 
and their damage potential. Recent evidence sug- 
gest that  vortex cavitation and, perhaps. attached 
cavitation are also affected by the nuclei popula- 
tion and it seems clear that  future research should 
explore that  relationship. 
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